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A RecoverPoint administrator needs to add a local copy to three existing Consistency
Groups. The RecoverPoint system currently contains 100 Consistency Groups. Each group
has one remote copy with 80 replication sets. Each cluster contains eight physical RPAs.
 
 
However, the administrator is unable to add all the local copies. What is a cause for this
issue?
 
 
A. Consistency Group copy cannot have 1024 volumes within the copy 
B. Cluster has the maximum number of RPAs and cannot be expanded 
C. Addition of the local volumes will exceed the 16K volume limit per cluster 
D. RecoverPoint system needs to be converted to a RP/EX system to support the extra
volumes 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A company is using XtremIO for their RecoverPoint environment. They have approximately
100 GB of cumulative changes per day with the change being constant throughout the day.
The company has a requirement to roll back 48 hours.
 
 
How should the Journals be sized and how should the copy policy be configured to ensure
maximum protection with the least amount of storage used?
 
 
A. 5 GB with the “Required Protection Window” set for 2 days 
B. 10 GB with the “Required Protection Window” set for 2 days 
C. 40 GB with the “Required Protection Window” set for 2 days 
D. 200 GB with the “Required Protection Window” set for Default 
 

Answer: C

 

 

A RecoverPoint administrator is planning to use RecoverPoint to protect their applications.
The administrator needs to protect 8192 production volumes. The RecoverPoint system
has two physical clusters using VNX arrays.
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What is a possible Consistency Group configuration?
 
 
A. 4096 Consistency Groups, each with 1 remote copy and 1 local copy 
B. 4096 replication sets, each with 1 remote copy and 1 local copy 
C. 8192 Consistency Groups, each with 1 remote copy and 1 local copy 
D. 8192 replication sets, each with 1 remote copy and 1 local copy 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Why is Image Access instantaneous when testing a copy with XtremIO arrays?
 
 
A. No rolling forward or backward of the Journal is required 
B. XtremIO completes the copy “roll back” as a background task 
C. RecoverPoint performs initialization based on the DIFF result 
D. RecoverPoint uses XtremIO synchronous Snap-based replication 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: References:  

 

 

 

In a RecoverPoint environment, which EMC array supports Snap-based replication?
 
 
A. XtremlIO 
B. Data Domain 
C. Unity 
D. VPLEX 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: References:  
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Which command can be used to reduce the impact of the initial volume synchronization on
production applications?
 
 
A. config_io_throttling throttling=high 
B. config_link_policy group= cgname copy_1=prod_copy copy_2= dr_copy
regulate_application=yes 
C. config_link_policy group= cgname copy_1=prod_copy copy_2= dr_copy
regulate_application=no 
D. config_io_throttling throttling=none 
 

Answer: B

 

 

An administrator ran the balance_load command on a RecoverPoint cluster during a high-
load issue. However, the administrator forgot to capture the output. Where can the
RecoverPoint Cluster Load report be located?
 
 
A. In the output from running the “Collection System Information” wizard 
B. https://Cluster_Management_IP/info/long_term_statistics 
C. https://Cluster_Management_IP/info/load_balancing 
D. In the output from the events_log 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Refer to the exhibit.
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Based on the Consistency Group status shown in the exhibit, why is the local copy not
connected to the production and remote copy?
 
 
A. Test a Copy wizard is in progress 
B. Consistency Group is failing over 
C. Connection to the local copy cluster has failed 
D. Local copy has failed 
 

Answer: C

 

 

A storage administrator wants to protect their distributed VPLEX volumes using the
RecoverPoint, MetroPoint feature. The administrator wants to know if they need to be
aware of any special considerations. What information should be provided to the
administrator?
 
 
A. Set the RecoverPoint Group Policy to enable group writes across RPAs 
B. RecoverPoint does not support replication of distributed VPLEX devices 
C. All VPLEX devices at both sites can be protected using MetroPoint, regardless of
whether they are local or distributed 
D. Both VPLEX clusters must have a RecoverPoint cluster connected in order to create a
MetroPoint Consistency Group 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A storage administrator has one production site and one remote site. The administrator
configured the RecoverPoint with VNX (SE) cluster at both sites. The current environment
has two Consistency Groups configured with two copies each; one production copy and
one remote copy. Based on the company’s growing business requirements, the
administrator has been asked to keep a local copy of the production data.
 
 
Which action should occur in order to meet this requirement?
 
 
A. Add a copy into the existing Consistency Group for a local replication 
B. Delete and reconfigure the existing Consistency Group for a local and remote replication 
C. RecoverPoint with VNX (SE) does not support more than two copies in a single
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Consistency Group 
D. Upgrade the RecoverPoint with VNX (SE) license to RecoverPoint/EX and then
reconfigure the Consistency Group 
 

Answer: D

 

 

What is the recommended wait period before running the Balance Load tool?
 
 
A. 4 Days 
B. 5 Days 
C. 6 Days 
D. 7 Days 
 

Answer: D

 

 

A company has a database, protected by RecoverPoint, that has become corrupted. They
want to use the Recover Production wizard to repair the corruption.
 
Which action must be taken at the production host prior to starting the recovery?
 
 
A. Unmount the production volume(s) 
B. Pause replication 
C. Disable the Consistency Group 
D. Create a bookmark 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A database team is performing tests against a PIT copy data. Their write activity is going to
exceed the currently allocated amount of space dedicated to Image Access mode. What
should be done to allow testing to continue without disruption to their testing?
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A. Navigate to Protection> Manage Protection> Select the CG from the list and select the
copy. Click Edit Journal, and add one or more additional Journal volumes. 
B. Expand the Journal volume using native array tools.Navigate to Protection>Manage
Protection>Select the CG from the list and select the copy.Click Edit Journal, and then
select “Expand Journal”. 
C. Navigate to Protection> Manage Protection>Select the CG from the list and select the
copy.Click Edit, and then increase the reserved image access percentage from 20%. 
D. Use the config_copy_group= copy= policy image_access_log_size= CLI command 
 

Answer: D

 

 

A RecoverPoint administrator is adding a new user to the system using Unisphere. Which
pre-defined user is used to add a new user?
 
 
A. admin 
B. boxmgmt 
C. security-admin 
D. security 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which parameter is used as the Locking ID for a RecoverPoint/CL license?
 
 
A. RecoverPoint Cluster ID 
B. RecoverPoint System ID 
C. Array serial number if VNX arrays are used 
D. VPLEX Cluster ID if protecting virtual volumes 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: References:  
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